The Philistines are the nation associated with the sign of the goat (g’dee). As the books of Joshua and Judges remind us, the Philistines were always a problem for the Jewish People. When Israel forgot Who it is that protects them, they were delivered into the hands of the Philistines. Samson gave his Philistine wife a goat as a gift, symbolically attempting to purify the negative influence of the Philistine at its root. Even though Tevet has always seen events that betold hardship and evil for the People of Israel (Joseph Stalin was born in Tevet), nevertheless the planet that influences Tevet, Shabbai (Saturn), symbolizes the power of contemplation which characterizes the Shabbat experience: Refraining from the mundane, the world of the transcendent is revealed...

Take a trip to your local zoo. Go see the lion sitting in his cage. A sorry sight. The king of the jungle in shackles. A prisoner. A spectacle for all to gape at. Where is his power? His vaunted strength? When the Torah was...

H ow Deep is the Ocean?

Mostly For Women

Did you know that the Jewish woman has her own Yom Tov — her own festival? Rosh Chodesh, the first day of the month, is the Jewish woman’s special day — a day when she desists from the routine of the month. But why specifically Rosh Chodesh?

Marriage guidance professionals have long recognized the value of the monthly hiatus in physical relations between husband and wife which the Torah mandates. Each and every month, at the end of this time of separateness, the Jewish woman renews herself, immersing herself in the ‘waters of Eden’ — the mikve. She returns to her husband and, in his eyes, she is new — it is as if they stood again...
translated into Greek, the lion that had formerly roamed free was put in a cage. The Torah was given to Israel in the Holy tongue. Each word, each combination of words, every letter, is like a trap-door to a myriad of meanings. It’s like an ocean liner sailing over a deep-ocean trench — who amongst the passengers is aware of the vast depths beneath his feet? But the captain on the bridge, bathed in the cathode green of his depth-scanner sees the miles that lie under the keel...the Torah is deeper than the ocean, wider than the sea. But when you translate its surface, all that limitless depth of esoteric meaning is lost in the translator’s pen. You are left with a box with nothing in it. That’s why the 8th of Tevet, the day that the Septuagint (the Greek translation of the Torah) was completed, is like the day that the golden calf was made; for just as the golden calf had no reality, and yet it was regarded as having real substance, likewise, when the Torah was translated, the nations of the world could say “Oh yes. We know your Torah. We have your Torah in our university library — it’s on the religion/philosophy shelf over there between Plato and Marx”... When the Torah was translated into Greek, three days of darkness descended on the world... But although the lion of the Written Torah was shackled and put in a secular zoo, the Oral Torah — the Talmud — which was given to Moses on Mount Sinai at the same time as the Written Torah, has remained roaming free, unthethered and uncatch-able. Because to understand the Oral Torah, you have to go and learn it from a teacher — it’s an Oral tradition. Maybe that’s the reason why the sections of the Talmud are called Masechtot — from the word for curtain. For the Talmud is the ‘curtain’ which divides the secrets of Jewish thought from the prying eyes of a hostile world. A curtain which keeps the big-game hunters out of the wildlife park so that the lion may prowl in peace.
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translated into Greek, the lion that had formerly roamed free was put in a cage. The Torah was given to Israel in the Holy tongue. Each word, each combination of words, every letter, is like a trap-door to a myriad of meanings. It’s like an ocean liner sailing over a deep-ocean trench — who amongst the passengers is aware of the vast depths beneath his feet? But the captain on the bridge, bathed in the cathode green of his depth-scanner sees the miles that lie under the keel...the Torah is deeper than the ocean, wider than the sea. But when you translate its surface, all that limitless depth of esoteric meaning is lost in the translator’s pen. You are left with a box with nothing in it. That’s why the 8th of Tevet, the day that the Septuagint (the Greek translation of the Torah) was completed, is like the day that the golden calf was made; for just as the golden calf had no reality, and yet it was regarded as having real substance, likewise, when the Torah was translated, the nations of the world could say “Oh yes. We know your Torah. We have your Torah in our university library — it’s on the religion/philosophy shelf over there between Plato and Marx”... When the Torah was translated into Greek, three days of darkness descended on the world... But although the lion of the Written Torah was shackled and put in a secular zoo, the Oral Torah — the Talmud — which was given to Moses on Mount Sinai at the same time as the Written Torah, has remained roaming free, unthethered and uncatch-able. Because to understand the Oral Torah, you have to go and learn it from a teacher — it’s an Oral tradition. Maybe that’s the reason why the sections of the Talmud are called Masechtot — from the word for curtain. For the Talmud is the ‘curtain’ which divides the secrets of Jewish thought from the prying eyes of a hostile world. A curtain which keeps the big-game hunters out of the wildlife park so that the lion may prowl in peace.
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under the chupah (wedding canopy) on their wedding day. That’s why Rosh Chodesh is the Jewish woman’s festival, for just as the moon renews itself every month and all eyes turn towards the sky, longing to see its reappearance, so is the feeling of the Jewish husband for his wife, when she re-appears and returns to him, spiritually rejuvenated. In his eyes, she is as new as the moon. The Jewish Home floats on the Waters of Eden.